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ABSTRACT:  !
!
Previous resistive MHD (NIMROD) simulations of NSTX CHI startup plasmas [1, 2] assumed 
a constant-density background; in the experiment helicity is injected into vacuum, with 
plasma and gas flowing from the injector slot on the bottom plate. We report initial results 
from simulations extended to include plasma injection into a low density, vacuum-like 
plasma. Extraneous currents in the background plasma are minimized by density-dependent 
artificial radiation. Helicity and plasma flow from the slot at the ExB velocity due to the 
applied voltage. Development of the injected flux bubble and subsequent closure of flux 
surfaces following the removal of the injector voltage are similar to simulations of helicity 
injection into a constant density plasma. The impact of impurity radiation has been 
extended in these models: Radiation is used to achieve agreement with the temperature 
during experimental plasma buildup. Plasma evolution during and following flux-surface 
closure is sensitive to radiation, indicating that a rapid decay of impurities following 
injection will help maintain a slowly-decaying, high-quality plasma in future current-drive 
experiments. Previous simulations including non-axisymmetric modes found a (toroidal) 
n=1 mode with current-pinch characteristics in the current layer near the surface of the 
injected flux bubble [3]. In constant density simulations this had little effect on flux-surface 
closure resulting from resistivity. In preliminary, density-injection simulations the mode is 
much stronger so it will be necessary to re-examine non-axisymmetric contributions to flux 
surface closure. Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy 
under contract DE-AC52-07NA27344 at LLNL.!
[1] E. B. Hooper, et al., Phys. Plasmas 20, 092510 (2013). [2] F. Ebrahimi, et al. Phys. Plasmas 
20, 090702 (2013); Phys. Plasmas 21, 0566109 (2014). [3] E. B. Hooper, et al., Bull. Am. Phys. 
Soc. 56(12), 255 (2011). !
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Physics modeling –– Goal of this study is to better 
understand the experimental results!

Simulations differ from experimental results in NSTX in several regards:!
!
• !Experiments have lower electron temperatures!
• !EFIT reconstructions in experiments show larger closed flux-surface volume 

following helicity injection!
• !Final closed flux magnitude in NSTX is assessed when the open field-line 

currents are reduced to zero!
!
Here we broaden the simulation physics model to examine several possible 

mechanisms possibly contributing to these effects!
!
• !Add density injection from the slot on the bottom of NSTX!

– !Previous simulations maintained a nearly constant density using a large 
diffusion constant!

!
• !Exercise a simple atomic physics model to examine the sensitivity to atomic 

radiation!
!
• !Revisit the sensitivity of the results to a (toroidal) n=1 “pinch-like” mode, 

including the n=2 harmonic!
! !!
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Boundary conditions for helicity injection!

•  Rate-of-change of toroidal flux –– equals Vinj – Vabs 

•  Absorber voltage –– determined by requiring the 
total vacuum toroidal flux to be constant, 
corresponding to a constant ITF 

•  Discharge (injector) current –– measured by the 
change in RBϕ just above the injector slot 

•  Toroidal flux –– carried in by ExB flow at the 
injector and out by ExB flow at the absorber 

 
•  Equating flows of vacuum toroidal flux yields 

! 
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This generalizes the model used in HIT-II: R.A. Bayliss, C.R. Sovinec, and A.J. Redd, Phys. Plasmas 18, 094502 (2011). 
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Boundary conditions for density injection!

•  Plasma is injected through the injection (bottom) 
slot at the slot ExB velocity and a density = ninject 

For most of the simulations discussed here,  
 ninject  = 5x1018 m–3 

 
•  Plasma is extracted at the absorber slot at the 

 slot ExB velocity and the local density  
 
•  The background density = ndens is << than  

 the injection density 
        ndens = 0.5 x 1018 m–3 

  
The low density plasma evolves as the injected 
magnetic flux changes the configuration 

To make the background behave like vacuum 
  artificial radiation is used to keep its  
  temperature low (~ 1-5 eV).  Ohm’s law is 
 
 

See next vg for details 
!+"!# " 0
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Handling the “vacuum” plasma!

In the experiment, helicity and plasma are injected into a near vacuum!
!
To model this in resistive MHD simulations, a low density plasma fills the NSTX vessel!
!
As the flux bubble expands, the magnetic field outside it is perturbed, generating 
current which reacts back on the field as described by Ohmʼs Law!
!
!
To approximate the “vacuum” and minimize the effect of these currents, the low-density 
plasma is cooled by artificial radiation to a few eV!
!
• !The result is to maintain a high resistivity and minimize the current density!
!
In the present model, “low-density” is defined by!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!+!"# =!"

n < 0.85 nbackgroundninject
At nbackground = 0.5!1018  m–3  and ninject = 0.5!1018  m–3  "   n <1.3!1018  m–3
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Impurity radiation model for the injected plasma (in 
addition to the “vacuum” radiation)!

Simulations without impurity radiation generated temperatures well above 25 eV 
whereas experimental discharges 118340 had temperatures < 25 eV!
!

Model radiation losses were added to the power balance:!
!

The radiation term assumed oxygen in coronal equilibrium –– based on 
calculations by Post, et al.* !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
No explicit terms were added to account for recycling, ionization, – the impurity fraction 
was treated as a parameter –– adjusted to fit the experimental temperature!
!

Density was fit to experiment –– no explicit correction for Zeff was used!

*D. E. Post, et al., Atomic data and Nuclear Data Tables 20, 397-439 (1977) !

(Left) –– cooling rate, Lz (ergs-cm3/s)!
!
  Radiative losses = nenzLz

 ergs/cm3-s!
!
(Right) –– Average Z!
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Impurity radiation model (2)!

In the experiment, impurity radiation was strongest near the return-current plate 
in the lower-inside corner of NSTX.  !
!
Simulations found that adjusting the impurity level to match the temperature at 
small radius yielded temperatures that were too low at large radius!
!
A spatial distribution of impurity radiation was added:!
!
!

! ! !       !
       rimp = 0.45 m, zimp = 1.0 m matched the experimental observations!
!
!
Impurity pump-out following the end of injection was included as an exponential decay:!
!
!
Previous results without density injection demonstrate that tinj ≈ 8 ms, timp ≈ 1 ms fit the 
experimental temperature measurements well*!

! 

exp " r rimp( )2 " z zimp( )2# 
$ 
% & 

' 
( 

! 

exp " t" tinj( ) timp( )

*For more details see later vg and E. B. Hooper, et al., 2014 APS poster!
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Plasma flow –– Injection results at t = 8.32 ms!

See next viewgraph for plasma velocity 
vectors!
!
• !Flow from the injection slot is into 

the interior of the expanding flux 
bubble!

!
• !When the flow reaches the top of 

the bubble it turns to the outside!
!– !Density is a maximum at the !
! !top of the bubble !!

!
• !Plasma exits the bubble along its 

large radius boundary!
!
!
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Plasma flow –– t = 8.32 ms!

Overview! Streaming from slot at VxB velocity! Turning at the flux-bubble nose and 
leaking from low-field side!
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Density and temperature profiles comparison of 
simulation and experiment!

Simulation n=0U (mid-bubble) at 9 ms!

Experiment (midplane) at 8 & 12 ms! • !Experiment and simulation both create a 
hollow bubble!

!
• !The experimental profile is much more 

strongly peaked at small R!
–– !Possibly due to impurity generation at 

injection-current inside footprint on the 
bottom plate!

––  The near zero density inside the 
experimental bubble suggests plasma 
injection through the slot is not the 
primary fueling mechanism in the 
experiment!

!
• !The density peak at large R may result from 

transport along field lines from small R!
–– !This implies small cross-field diffusion!
–– !Alternatively plasma is generated by 

ionization of gas from the slot!
!
• !Thus:  The comparison suggests that 

plasma injection through the slot is small in 
the experiment!
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Summary of simulation results with density 
injection and impurities!

Helicity and plasma injection at the bottom slot into 
a low-density background generates flux bubble !
!
–– No major differences with helicity injection into 

constant-density plasma!
!
An X-point forms near the bottom of NSTX as the 
injection voltage drops  à  forms closed magnetic 
surfaces!

Impurity radiation –– required to match experimental 
temperatures  à  fast current decay after injection 
ends !
!

–– !Rapid removal of impurities following injection 
improves target-plasma quality and duration. !

!
Radiation model:!

!

• !Artificial radiation to limit current flow in low-
density plasma (“vacuum”)!

• !Oxygen impurity model (Eliminated for 
“Reduced radiation”)!

• !Radiation at T > 25 eV models higher Z!
!

–– !Note plasma heating in “No radiation” and 
“Reduced radiation” models!

NSTX28/n=0Uf!
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Simulation parameters for temperature-evolution 
following helicity injection at constant density!

Parameters used in the simulation that best fits the experimental temperatures!
!
Parameter ! ! ! ! !Simulation sensitivity!
 !
Power supply capacitance and capacitor voltage !discharge current!
Plasma density ! ! ! !temperature!
Thermal diffusivity (across B) ! ! !peak and width of  temperature!
Impurity fraction ! ! ! !temperature!
Impurity spatial dependence ! ! !temperature spatial dep.!
Impurity decay time ! ! ! !temperature and tor. current variation after tinj!
!
The magnetic diffusivity and the thermal diffusivity along B are the Braginskii values.  Other parameters 
for this simulation include:!
 !
Power supply cap. and voltage !40 mF and 500 V!
Plasma density ! !3x1018 m–3!
Thermal diffusivity ! !20 m2/s!
Impurity fraction (Oxygen)* !1.5 during injection; following inj. = 1.5, 0, or decaying from 1.5!
rimp ! ! !0.45 m!
zimp ! ! !1.0   m!
timp ! ! !1.0 ms!

*Used to model radiation losses from all impurities.  The density of oxygen to match the experiment is ≈ 1.5 electron 
density.  Zeff is held at 1 as is the ion mass !
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Simulation time-history!

• !Injection voltage and current 
are insensitive to f(O), the 
impurity fraction (=1.5 during 
injection!

!
• !Simulated injection voltage is 

greater than experiment and 
injected current is less!

!

!This may be due to plasma 
sheaths and ionization in the 
experiment!

!
• !The decay of toroidal current 

following injection is sensitive 
to the impurity fraction.!

!

!Pump out of impurities is 
needed to match the time 
evolution of experimental 
toroidal current following 
injection!
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Poloidal flux and temperature during injection!

t = 6.0 ms!

t = 6.5 ms!

t =7.0 ms!

t =8.0 ms!

Compare with experimental 
temperatures (below)!

At z = 0!
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Experimental temperature at 8.0ms (during injection)!

The simulation lies within the experimental shot-to-shot variability!

At z = 0!

Black traces at 8 
ms!
!
Red traces at 10 
ms!
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Poloidal flux following injection vrs impurity level –– 
decay rate depends on impurity level and history!

Impurity 
level, f(O)!

0.0!

1.5!

drops 
at 1 ms 
rate !

t ≈ 10 ms! t ≈ 13 ms! t ≈ 15 ms! Experiment (light emission)!

Simulation results for a impurity 
level which drops following 
injection compare best with the 
experiment!
!
Results suggest that pumpout of 
impurities following helicity 
injection is important and may 
help enable efficient current drive!
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Temperature profile following injection vrs impurity 
level –– decay rate depends on impurity level!

f(O) = 0! f(O) = 1.5! f(O) decays!

t ≈ 9 ms!
No 
experimental 
measurements!

See slide on 
“Experimental 
temperature at 
8 ms (#11) !

t ≈ 10 ms!
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Temperature profile at 13 ms following injection vrs 
impurity level!

f(O) = 0! f(O) = 1.5! f(O) decays!

Simulation!

Experiment (black 
traces)  Note 
consistency with 
simulation with f(O) 
reduction at a 1 ms 
rate following 
injection!
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Temperature profile at 15 ms following injection vrs impurity level –– 
“f(O) decreases after injection” simulations consistent with exp.!

f(O) = 0! f(O) = 1.5! f(O) decreases!

Simulation!

Experiment 
(black traces)  
Note consistency 
with simulation 
for “f(O) 
decreases”!
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Summary –– comparing simulation temperatures to 
experiment!

• !Comparison of temperature amplitudes and time dependences are clearly 
best if impurities decrease following injection!

!

– !If impurities immediately drop to zero –– the temperature rises too rapidly due to 
ohmic heating in the current channel !

!

– !Maintaining the impurity level unchanged –– drops the temperature too far!
o !Toroidal current enclosed in the surfaces decays!
o !Surfaces disappear by 15 ms.!
 !

• !The major difference during injection is the discharge current-voltage 
relation !

!

– !In simulations the injection current is higher than experiment and the injection 
voltage lower !

!

– !Despite the difference, the flux bubble extends to the full height of NSTX in the 
simulation at the same rate as the experiment!

!

– !The toroidal current peaks somewhat before the end of injection –– as observed in 
many experimental discharges. !
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In simulations at constant density, an n=1, pinch-like mode was observed 
in the current layer at the surface of the injected flux bubble 

See next slide for results presented at the APS-DPP 2011 meeting!
!
• !The mode was previously found to have negligible effect on flux-surface closure 

following injection –– it was axisymmetric with Sweet-Parker characteristics!
!

Question – Is the mode important for closure when plasma-density is injected?!
!
• !A simulation was run including n = 0 – 2 toroidal modes!
• !The mode amplitude was significant during the early stages of injection!
• !The amplitude drops significantly as the injected flux fills the volume!
!
The plasma behavior during closure is very similar to that at constant density!
• !The mode is not important after injection when the flux-surfaces close –– !
!

See the second slide for mode-amplitude measurements during simulations!
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Velocity vortices form an helical structure aligned with the axisymmetric 
field –– confirmed in a 3D view [From E. B. Hooper, et al., APS-DPP2011] 

NSTX18/n=1N 

ϕ = 0	
 ϕ = π/2	


ϕ = π	
 ϕ = 3π/2	


Shown is a surface with a constant magnitude 
of the velocity, |v| = 5x104 m/s   
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The n=1, 2 mode is low amplitude following injection and has 
minimal effect on flux closure in the simulation 

These plots to be replaced with ones 
including the correct early-time history!

• !The n=0 magnetic energy is dominated by 
the vacuum toroidal field.  The change in 
toroidal energy is small compared to the the 
vacuum value!

!
• !The n = 1,2 magnetic and kinetic energies 

are << n=0!
!
• !The energy in the non-axisymmetric 

magnetic field is 6 orders of magnitude less 
than the axisymmetric value!

!
• !The amplitudes of the n=1,2 kinetic energies 

are approximately equal –– both contribute 
significantly to the unstable mode !

!
• !After t = 9.0 ms (end of injection) flux 

surface closure follows essentially the same 
as in previous simulations neglecting non-
axisymmetric modes!


